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Test Protocol: 034sc (032A) (specific conditions of the test protocol, only

accessible for researchers from the foundation)

Test Objectives:

TP7 segment explore the spectrum of frequencies in the range: 4hz Theta

cycles.



The trial in this phase of experimentation/ try to make a model in which the

circumstances show the response of the frequency spectrum, singular anomalies

that can be replicated under experimental control.

The success of the experimental test is based on two fundamental premises,

the first premise is, the protocol setting out the circumstances to promote the

uniqueness, the second premise is, the exhaustive testing with all the amplitudes of

the frequency spectrum of the segment to be studied.

Changes Instrumental:

We have modified the EEG instrumentation and infrared scanner to improve

the location of potential very low frequencies. Know if we can succeed!. The

attempt wiU be prolonged, the initial results of the statistical study wiU have at the

end of January, if the experiment is as expected.

Annotation Field:

It is noted at specific frequencies in the circumstances test protocol 034sc

(032A) specific responses in the broad spectrum.

The most complex task and requires a very long period of time, exploring the wide

range of frequency spectrum.

The greatest difficulties:

frequencies in the same range are variable in relation to the position of three-

dimensional abscissa, depth and location vary specifically the frequency spectrum.

Specific objectives for the next quarter:
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Specific work TP7 segment with the greatest possible number of frequencies with

the specific conditions of the test according to protocol, fv.
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